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Abstract: The simultaneous assessment of a great number of buildings subjected to different ground
motions is a very challenging task. For this reason, a new computational integrated approach for
seismic assessment of individual buildings is presented, which consists of several independent
computer objects, each having its own user interface, yet being totally interconnectable like in a
puzzle. The hazard module allows considering a code-based response spectrum or a predicted
response spectrum for a given earthquake scenario, which is computed throughout the resolution
of an optimization problem. The vulnerability of each building is assessed based on structural
capacity curves. Damage is evaluated using an innovative proposal, which is to use what was called
a performance curve associated with a capacity curve. This curve reproduces the percentage of a
given response spectrum corresponding to a performance point for each displacement value of a
capacity curve. Therefore, it becomes possible to do a very fast association of any limit state to a
percentage of a seismic action. This approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, and the
result outputs can be exported, instantaneously, to the Google Earth software throughout the creation
of a kml file, or to MS Excel.

Keywords: seismic assessment; Eurocode 8; earthquake scenarios; performance curve; N2 method;
capacity spectrum method

1. Introduction

The seismic risk assessment of existing buildings is a very important issue, particularly when
managing the seismic safety of a school campus. It is well known that schools are places normally with
many children taking classes in several different buildings that compose a campus, which may present
many different structural systems and construction ages. So, the context of seismic risk assessment
of individual school building is especially important due to the high concentration of young people
normally found in such facilities. The collapse of a school building during the 2002 Molise Earthquake
(Italy), killing many students and a teacher [1], where the site effects also seem to have played an
important role in the damage [2], is a good example of the importance of an accurate seismic risk
assessment of existing school buildings in order to identify the most problematic cases, namely for
retrofitting purposes. More recently, many Italian school buildings were also damaged after the 2016
Central Italy earthquake sequence [3], highlighting this issue. In this context, it is important to develop
seismic assessment methods to carry out these types of studies at a large scale, while considering the
specific characteristics of each building, and trying to increase the precision of results.

Because of this issue’s importance, the PERSISTAH project aims to assess the seismic risk of
primary school buildings in the Algarve (Portugal) and Huelva (Spain) regions [4] by developing a
dedicated software for its purpose.
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Presently, there are many proposals for carrying out the seismic assessment of individual school
buildings. Many recent studies dealing with school buildings have adopted nonlinear structural
analysis methods. In some of those studies, authors have adopted nonlinear dynamic analysis
(NDA) [5,6], which is probably the most accurate approach, namely the incremental dynamic analysis
(INDA) [7,8]. However, this requires much computer effort. Nonlinear static analysis (NSA) is a very
popular method of analysis, and is a more simplified and fast approach that has also been used to
assess school buildings [9–12]. The results obtained with these two approaches are different [7], so the
option of selecting one of these two nonlinear analysis methods must be carefully evaluated regarding
the precision of the results and the speed of the process.

The first NSA was proposed in the 1970s as a fast way of carrying out seismic vulnerability
assessments, but the capacity spectrum method (CSM) designation was only introduced during the
1990s [13]. CSM is an NSA approach used worldwide and was adopted by the ATC-40 [14], it being the
nonlinear inelastic behaviour of a structural system obtained by applying effective viscous damping
values to the linear elastic response spectrum. Another NSA approach is the N2 method, with the
first formulation developed in the late 1980s, and later reformulated at the end of the 1990s [15]. In
this method, inelastic spectra are used [16] instead of the approach presented in the CSM. The N2
is the NSA approach that is presented in the Eurocode 8 (EC8) [17]. According to these approaches,
the structural performance point (the target displacement) is the interception between the structural
capacity and the seismic demand.

The development of software for the seismic risk assessment is an important but complex task.
At the present time, there are many modern seismic risk assessment tools developed by different
research teams around the world [18–21] that have been used for many purposes; in particular, some
of them are being used in the context of civil protection mechanisms. These tools normally present
different modules related to the seismic risk definition (Figure 1); in particular, they might have a
hazard analysis module, a vulnerability assessment module, a database module (exposure) and an
output module where results can be exported to a GIS software (loss maps). In Table 1, several seismic
risk assessment (SRA) tools developed worldwide are listed.
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In current SRA tools (Table 1), there are many options to define the ground-motion parameters in
the hazard module, which can result from a deterministic analysis, a probabilistic analysis, a code-based
seismic action or simply using real earthquake records. For the deterministic earthquake scenario
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option, ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) are usually adopted to compute an intensity, or
the peak ground acceleration (PGA), or even an entire response spectrum and, as expected, the results
precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also many possibilities
to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D fault plane. The site
effects are also normally considered in SRA tools.

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the
use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical
procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with earthquake
intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in vulnerability modules
of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method.

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings (the
most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings.

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a
function of damage probability.

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools.

SRA Tools Hazard
Module

Vulnerability
Module

Exposure
Module GIS Output Results

AFAD-RED [22]
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QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 

vulnerability modules of SRA tools are NSA approaches, like the CSM method or the N2 method. 

The databases of elements exposed to seismic risk may be composed by individual buildings 

(the most accurate approach), or by area units with several buildings. 

Damage is usually determined based on fragility curves, and losses are normally computed as a 

function of damage probability. 

Table 1. Some of the worldwide developed seismic risk assessment tools. 

SRA Tools Hazard Module Vulnerability Module Exposure Module GIS Output Results 

AFAD-RED [22]      1                

ARMAGEDOM [23]      1,2      3,4      6      

CAPRA+CRISIS [24,25]      1,2           5,6      

CEDIM [19,26]      1,2      3      5,6      

ER2-Earthquake [27]      1,2      4      6      

ELER [19,28]      1      3,4      6      

EPEDAT [29]      1      3      6      

EQRM [19,30]      1,2             5,6      

HAZUS [31]      1,2      4      5,6      

InaSAFE [32]                5      

KOERILoss [33]      1,2      4      6      

LNECLoss [19,34]      1      3,4      6      

MAEViz [19,35]      1,2           5      

MDLA [36]      1,2      4      ?      

OpenQuake [37]      1,2      3      6      

QLARM [38]      1           6      

QuakeIST [39]      1      3,4      5,6      

RiskScape [19,40]      1      3      5,6      

SEISMOCARE [41]      2      4      5      

SELENA [42]      1,2      4      5,6      

SLA-IES [43]      1      4      5      

1 Deterministic; 2 probabilistic; 3 empirical methods; 4 mechanical methods; 5 individual units; 6 group units. 

More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new 

approach to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, 

aiming at the SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes. 

2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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expected, the results precision normally increases with the complexity of the approach. There are also 

many possibilities to establish the earthquake source: A simple point source, a line source or a 3D 

fault plane. The site effects are also normally considered in SRA tools. 

In vulnerability modules, the seismic performance of a building can be computed through the 

use of empirical or mechanical methods. The macro-seismic approach is one of the adopted empirical 

procedures that are used in large scale studies. This approach is normally used together with 

earthquake intensities. The most common mechanical approaches that are implemented in 
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(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 
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In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 
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2. The SRA Proposed Approach 

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many 

of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 

development of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments 

were introduced, to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example. 

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer 

routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other. 

With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent 

computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the 

EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules. 

In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 

(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the 

PERSISTAH project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics 

of the buildings, namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the 
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of them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the 
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In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module 
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More than a description of a developed software, this paper is about a proposal of a new approach
to develop SRA tools. This new approach was implemented in the PERSISTAH software, aiming at the
SRA of school buildings, individually, in order to rank them for retrofitting purposes.

2. The SRA Proposed Approach

As presented in Table 1, there are many different SRA tools already developed worldwide, many of
them available as freeware software, and some of them are even open-source tools. So, the development
of new software could be considered a waste of time, unless some new developments were introduced,
to account for the individual characteristics of school buildings, for example.

The main idea of the proposed approach was to transform some already developed computer
routines into a set of independent computer objects that are totally interconnectable with each other.
With this approach, it is possible to create new computer tools just by assembling a set of independent
computer objects. These objects were obtained by dismembering the SIMULSIS [44,45] and the
EC8spec [46] software, namely for the creation of the hazard and vulnerability modules.
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In the PERSISTAH software, three modules were implemented: (1) The school database module
(the exposure module), which consists of a computer object specifically developed for the PERSISTAH
project, with all the information about the school buildings like general characteristics of the buildings,
namely the geographical coordinates and some photos of the buildings; (2) the seismic action module
(the hazard module), where a code-based seismic action (an EC8-type response spectrum) or an
earthquake scenario can be selected, through the use of several independent computer objects
developed for that task, which are also shared with other developed software (like the new versions
of the SIMULSIS and EC8spec software); and (3) the damage assessment module, which is able to
evaluate the seismic behaviour of an individual building. The capacity curve computer object (the
vulnerability model) is used by the school database module and by the damage assessment module for
the seismic assessment of each building. NSA methods were adopted for damage evaluation, namely
the CSM and the N2 method, together with the use of fragility curves.

This approach leads to a very complex programming task, because, when developing an object, it
is necessary to figure out which functions will be provided for the other objects. This paper will only
focus on the last two modules, which are not specific for the PERSISTAH project, so it can be replicated
for other tasks. Figure 2 presents the global scheme of analysis, which will be described in detail in the
following sections. Each box of the figure is a different computer object. Each computer object has its
own independent input/output user interface, where all the text is written in three different languages:
Portuguese, Spanish and English. This means that all the developed computer objects can be used in
the future to create new software, just like a puzzle, to be used in different regions of the world were
these languages are currently spoken. All the computer code was developed in Object Pascal (Delphi).
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3. Seismic Action

3.1. EC8-Type Response Spectrum

An object class was developed to deal with the EC8-type response spectrum (Figure 3). Then, it
was possible to create several sub-classes (for each country/region), where all the specific values are
defined, namely by municipality. In the context of the PERSISTAH software, two sub-classes were
created: One for all Portuguese regions; and another only for the Huelva region (Spain). The great
advantage of this approach is that the damage assessment module will always call the same computer
routines, no matter the region where the building is located, simplifying this task.

For the PERSISTAH objectives, this computer object is important mainly to rank the school
buildings for retrofitting purposes, based on the seismic security level of each individual building in
accordance with the official seismic hazard of each country. This functionality can also be very useful
to compare the seismic action proposed by different national codes in the borders of neighbouring
countries, as is the case of Portugal and Spain.
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3.2. Earthquake Scenario

This module allows to predict the structural seismic response of an individual building when
subjected to a given earthquake scenario, and is composed of four different computer objects, (1) deals
with all the basic characteristic of an earthquake (event magnitude, date, hour, epicentre coordinates,
focus depth, etc.); (2) deals with the seismic sources (type of fault, azimuth, dip, etc.); (3) deals with the
GMPEs, which compute a response spectrum for a given site, earthquake location and type of seismic
source; and (4) is an object that fits a EC8-like response spectrum to the values obtained throughout
the GMPEs.

3.2.1. Ground-Motion Prediction Equations

It is frequent to use GMPEs to assess the effects of earthquakes, which are also usually designated
as attenuation laws. Normally, GMPEs are functions of the type of seismic fault (a strike-slip fault, a
normal fault or a reverse fault), earthquake magnitude (M), a distance to the earthquake and the local
geological characteristics of the studied site.

The result of the GMPEs may be an earthquake intensity, the PGA or some spectral coordinates
of a response spectrum. In the proposed approach, only the latter GMPEs were implemented in the
developed software. Moreover, three types of sources were considered: A point source, a line source
and a fault plane (rectangular). Therefore, four possible distances were also considered (Figure 4)
for an earthquake with a given focus depth (zf): The epicentre distance (D); the focus distance (R);
the closest distance to the fault rupture (Rf); and the distance to the surface projection of the closest
distance to the fault rupture (Df).

The results may be very different, depending on the option selected by the user, especially for near
source earthquakes with high focus depth, or for very high magnitude earthquakes that present huge
rupture lengths. When considering line sources or fault plane sources, the definition of the percentage
of the fault length where the focus is located (related to the fault origin) and the azimuth (φs) of the
fault trace (the angle to the north direction) is also necessary. The dip angle (δ) is also necessary for
fault plane sources, as presented in Figure 4. This means that results will be dependent on the quality
of the earthquake data. If just the earthquake epicentre location is known, obviously a point source
and the epicentre distance must be considered. If the focal mechanism is also known, or just guessed,
it is possible to compute rupture dimensions based on empirical expressions.
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It is also well known that the ground motion duration is an important issue in damage assessment
and that is also possible to adopt empirical expressions to compute the vibration durations.

All the described approaches were implemented in the developed seismic assessment tool.
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3.2.2. Adjusted Response Spectrum

When assessing a high number of individual buildings, as was the case of the school buildings
included in the database of the PERSISTAH software, with hundreds of buildings that were meant to
be studied for seismic retrofitting purposes, it is important to use a fast and accurate enough method.
For the earthquake scenario option, this is much more important. Because the buildings’ seismic safety
evaluation process was meant to be closely related to the EC8 approaches, namely by using NSA
methods, it was desirable to adopt an EC8-like response spectrum. Moreover, that response spectrum
should match, as much as possible, the NT spectral coordinates obtained throughout the GMPEs.
Therefore, it was necessary to develop an algorithm to satisfy two major objectives, simultaneously,
which is not an easy task: It should be as fast and accurate as possible.

To adjust an EC8-like response spectrum to the results of the GMPEs, the following mathematical
optimization problem is proposed:

Minimize F(αa, TB, TC, TD) =
∑NT

i=1

(
Se,GMPE(Ti)

− Se,EC8(Ti,αa,TB,TC,TD)

)2
, (1)

Subject to
0 ≤ TB ≤ TC ≤ TD ≤ 4 s, (2)
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αa ≥ 0, (3)

where TB, TC, TD are the periods of the response spectrum that are established in the EC8, and αa is a
parameter that reflects the maximum spectral amplification (which is equal to 2.5 in the EC8, but in this
work it was left to the optimization process to compute that value). The EC8 spectrum is a parametric
function, given by

Se,EC8(T,αa,TB,TC,TD) =


ag·S·

[
1 + T

TB
·(η·αa − 1)

]
, 0 ≤ T ≤ TB

ag·S·η·αa , TB ≤ T ≤ TC

ag·S·η·αa·
TC
T , TC ≤ T ≤ TD

ag·S·η·αa·
TC·TD

T2 , TD ≤ T ≤ 4 s

(4)

with S being the soil factor and η a correction factor, which is a function of damping (ξ in percentage)

η =

√
10

5 + ξ
≥ 0.55. (5)

Observing Equations (1)–(3), it is possible to conclude that this optimization problem has a
nonlinear objective function, but the problem restrictions are linear, so it is important to keep this
in mind when selecting an optimization algorithm, which should be accurate and fast enough as
mentioned above.

In Figure 5, an example of an EC8-like response spectrum adjusted to the results of a GMPE
is presented.
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In the implemented approach, the optimization problem is solved by using a variation of the
complex method [47,48] (Figure 6), which seems to work properly to obtain the solution, just by looking
to Figure 5. However, some care was taken in the parameter definition and in the determination of
the initial admissible solutions to obtain better results. The values of the parameters presented in
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Figure 6 that were adopted as default are k = 16, α = 1.3, nlim = 7 and klim = 18, which were obtained by
a trial and error process in order to achieve a compromise between speed and accuracy. For the initial
admissible solutions, the vectors are randomly selected so that TB is always lower than the period
corresponding to the maximum spectral acceleration, and TC is always higher.
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Many pairs of magnitude and distance were used to test the implemented optimization procedure.
Results seem to indicate that good fitting was possible to obtain (see the example of Figure 5). It was
also interesting to notice that the obtained αa values were different than 2.5 in most cases (αa = 2.624
in the example presented in Figure 5), which is the value adopted in the response spectrum of Part 1 of
Eurocode 8 (EC8-1).
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4. Capacity Curves

In the proposed approach, the vulnerability assessment is based on capacity curves that are
computed as described in the EC8 and which are used for NSA. A capacity curve is the nonlinear
relation between the displacement of the control node (dn), which is normally the centre of mass of the
roof of the building, and the base shear force (Fb).

The first step of any NSA method consists in the idealization of a single degree of freedom (SDOF),
with stiffness k* and mass m* (Figure 7), which is equivalent to the initial multiple degrees of freedom
(MDOF) dynamic system.
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Figure 7. Scheme for obtaining the buildings capacity curves. Force patterns: (a) Uniform;
(b) proportional to the high of the building; (c) based on a given mode of vibration. (d) Capacity curve
of the multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) dynamic system. (e) Capacity curve of the equivalent
single degree of freedom (SDOF) dynamic system.

The transformation process of the initial dynamic system with N degrees of freedom (DOF) is
done throughout the adoption of a transformation factor (Γ) given by:

Γ =
m∗∑N

i=1 mi ·φ2
i

, (6)

m∗ =
∑N

i=1
mi ·φi, (7)

with mi being the mass associated to each DOF in the MDOF dynamic system, and φi being the
configuration of the deformed shape that is adopted in the transformation process (normalized such as
φn = 1 in the control node n).

Next, it is necessary to obtain the capacity curve of the MDOF system (Figure 7d), which can be
computed by using any structural analysis software with that option. To do so, a set of forces (F0i) are
applied to the structure in each DOF. It is advisable to normalise these forces, so that the sum equals
the unity (

∑N
i=1 F0i = 1), that being:

F0i =
mi ·φi

m∗
. (8)

In consequence, the base shear force will be equal to the load parameter (λ) that is normally
computed by the pushover analysis software:

Fb = λ ·
N∑

i=1

F0i = λ. (9)
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The EC8 indicates that two force patterns must be considered to compute the capacity curves,
which are a function of the adopted deformed shape configuration:

• A uniform pattern, proportional to the mass of each degree of freedom, that being φn = 1
(Figure 7a);

• a modal-like pattern, which can be proportional to the distance between the base (Figure 7b) and
the degree of freedom (DOF), the configuration of the simplified Rayleigh method or corresponding
to the configuration of a given computed vibration mode, normally the one with the highest mass
participation in the direction where the forces are applied (Figure 7c).

These forces can be obtained automatically by using the developed computer object, and instantly
exported to MS Excel, to be then introduced in any structural nonlinear analysis software.

According to the EC8, the two lateral vertical load patterns must be applied in both the positive
and negative plan directions of the building (X and Y), and an accidental eccentricity of the centre of
mass must also be considered (three mass centres for each direction). Accounting for all these rules, it
is necessary to consider at least 24 capacity curves (2 × 2 × 2 × 3 = 24) for each building.

After obtaining the capacity curves of the MDOF structural system, it is possible to compute the
capacity curves for the equivalent SDOF system (Figure 7e) just by using the transformation factor:

d∗ =
dn

Γ
, (10)

F∗ =
Fb
Γ

. (11)

In Figure 8, the user interface of the developed capacity curve computer object is presented,
showing 12 capacity curves for the X direction as an example. This interface allows to import the
results of a given nonlinear structural analysis software, throughout the reading of a text file with the
capacity curve values.
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5. Damage Assessment

The damage assessment computer object is the most complex one. This object has multiple
constructors because the algorithms that are used to evaluate the damage depend on the type of seismic
action that is used to create the object (Figure 9).
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Damage is evaluated based on the performance point (the EC8 target displacement) and considering
the limit states (LS) that are currently presented in Part 3 of Eurocode 8 (EC8-3), which are the LS of
damage limitation (DL), the LS of significant damage (SD) and the LS of near collapse (NC), and also
considering the LS for operationality (OP), as it is already presented in the Italian code NTC2018 [49,50],
and as it will probably be in the future generation of the Eurocodes [51], as presented in Figure 10
(where du is the ultimate displacement). The performance point may be computed using different NSA
methods, namely the CSM and the N2 method, which are the ones that are implemented in the present
version of the developed software.
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Figure 10. Example of the localization of the limit states (LS) in one capacity curve.

The main difficulty dealing with the determination of the damage level related to the LS presented
in the EC8-3 is that each capacity curve presents different LS displacement values. This means that a
capacity curve with higher resistance may also present a higher damage level, or even collapse, if it
exhibits much less ductility. So, it is not very evident which is the capacity curve that presents the
worst results in terms of damage, namely in accordance with the EC8-3. To overcome this problem, a
new concept is proposed: The performance curve (Figure 11).
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The performance curve represents the relation between a displacement of the control node and
the percentage of a given response spectrum (used as input), which is necessary to obtain a target
displacement (performance point) corresponding to the predefined displacement level. Basically, it
represents all the performance points that are obtained when different percentages of a given response
spectrum are considered. In this way, it becomes quite evident which capacity curves are the most
problematic ones for a given damage LS, as can observed in Figure 11.

At a first glance, this proposal seems to be quite inefficient, computationally speaking, because
the analysis should be carried out many times for each percentage of the seismic action, which might
be very time consuming, particularly when adopting iterative procedures. However, this is not the
case for the implemented approach because the procedures of both the CSM and N2 methods are
inverted. Instead of obtaining a target displacement (the performance point) associated to a given
spectral acceleration, as usual, in the proposed approach the percentage of the spectral acceleration
associated to a given predefined displacement is computed. This process is described in detail in the
following sections.

5.1. N2 Method

The N2 is the NSA method that is presented in the Annex B of the EC8-1, with two possible
approaches: An iterative and a non-iterative approach. Both approaches were implemented in
the developed seismic assessment software, and the proposed algorithms are described in detail in
Appendix A.

As presented in the EC8, first it is necessary to obtain a elastic-perfectly plastic relation between
forces (F*) and displacements (d*) in the SDOF dynamic system, ensuring that the strain energy
deformation of the equivalent system is the same as for the initial system (Figure 12).
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For a given target displacement d∗t , it is possible to obtain the following equations:

d∗y =
F∗

k∗
= 2 ·

d∗ti −
E∗ti
F∗y

, (12)

E∗ti =
∫ d∗ti

0
F∗·d(d∗). (13)

The period (T*) of the idealized nonlinear system will be equal to:

T∗ = 2π·

√
m∗

k∗
= 2π·

√
m∗·d∗y

F∗y
. (14)

To obtain the percentage of the spectral acceleration (%Se) of an EC8-like response spectrum,
corresponding to the displacement d∗t,D associated to a given LS, the following equations must be
computed:

%Se =
S∗a

Se(T∗)
·100; (15)

1. If T*
≥ TC (the medium and long period range), then:

S∗a = S∗ea = d∗t,D·
(2π

T∗

)2
; (16)

2. If T* < TC (the short period range), then:

S∗a =
1

TC

4π2
·d∗t,D

T∗
+

F∗y·(TC − T∗)

m∗

, (17)

and if Fy
*/m* > Sa

*, then Sa
* = Sea

* (see Equation (16)).
With this approach, the performance curve can be obtained and the worst capacity curve for a given

LS can be determined very quickly, as can be seen in the video presented in the Supplementary Materials.

5.2. Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM)

CSM is a method proposed in the ATC-40 and is implemented in a lot of software developed
around the world for seismic assessment, like HAZUS, for example, sometimes with some variations,
such as in the case of the approach that is proposed in the technical notes of the new Italian code
NTC2018. The iterative approach of the CSM is not as simple and fast as the N2 method. However,
with the proposed approach, it becomes much simpler, as presented in Figure 13, and considering:

%Se =
F∗t,D
m∗
·

100

Se
(
T∗i , ξi

) . (18)
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Se
(
T∗i , ξi

)
is obtained throughout Equations (4) and (5), and the equivalent damping ξi (in

percentage) can be computed as proposed in the ATC-40 and in the technical notes of the NTC2018, as:

ξi = 5 + kξ·
200
π
·

F∗y·d∗t,D − F∗t,D·d
∗
y

F∗t,D·d
∗

t,D
, (19)

where kξ is a factor that accounts for the real hysteresis loops, and which is dependent on the type of the
material, structural details and earthquake duration. All the three types of energy dissipation behaviour
(CSM-A, CSM-B and CSM-C) presented in ATC-40 were implemented in the developed software.

The implemented iterative procedure used to compute the performance point based on the CSM
is presented in Appendix B.

5.3. Fragility Curves

In the context of modern seismic assessment, it is common to adopt probabilistic approaches for
damage evaluation, where the probability of exceeding a given damage LS (D) corresponds to the
following equation:

P f [D] =

∞∫
0

P
[
Di ≥ dDi

∣∣∣ag
]
· fA(ag)dag, (20)

where fA(ag) is the probability density function of the ground motion A, normally determined throughout

a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (already considering the local site effects), and P
[
Di ≥ dDi

∣∣∣ag
]

is
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the structural fragility, which can be defined as the probability of the damage level Di exceeding a
given LS (dDi), for a given ground motion level (ag).

The use of fragility curves has become popular since the development of the HAZUS software,
and can be computed for each performance point (the target displacement dt) as follows:

P[Di|dt ] = Φ
[

1
βDi

ln
(

dt

dDi

)]
, (21)

with Φ being the cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution, dDi being the mean value
of the displacement corresponding to a given damage LS (Di) and βDi being the standard deviation of
the natural logarithm of the displacement dDi.

The probability pDi of achieving a given damage LS Di (OP = D1, DL = D2, SD = D3, NC = D4
and D5 = collapse) is given by:

pD5 = P[D4|dt ], (22)

pD4 = P[D3|dt ] − P[D4|dt ], (23)

pD3 = P[D2|dt ] − P[D3|dt ], (24)

pD2 = P[D1|dt ] − P[D2|dt ], (25)

pD1 = 1− P[D1|dt ]. (26)

The fragility curves, which are the relations between any displacement and any pDi, are also
computed by the developed software. The βDi values can be introduced by the user in an interface
developed for that purpose.

6. Output Results

The seismic assessment output results can be presented as a ranked list in the software interface,
or can be automatically exported to external software, such as to MS Excel (through the Windows
Clipboard) or to Google Earth (through a kml file, as presented in Figure 14).
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In PERSISTAH software, results can be filtered by country, region, municipality, building typology
or soil type, among other options. To rank the seismic risk of each building, the following score is
adopted (the score level is proportional to the seismic risk):

score =
100
%Se

. (27)

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed approach, the results obtained with the
developed software were compared against the results obtained with a more accurate time-history
nonlinear dynamic analysis of a structure (Figure 15) that was analysed in a previous study [52]. A
point source (inverse fault) magnitude M = 6.5 earthquake scenario was considered, with an epicentral
distance equal to D = 13.972 km. The response spectrum was computed for a soft soil site using one of
the already implemented GMPEs [53]. Using the proposed optimization process, an EC8-like response
spectrum was adjusted to the GMPEs (Figure 16), obtaining αa = 2.52, TB = 0.230 s, TC = 0.496 s and TD
= 1.771 s. Then, seven artificial accelerograms were generated, as proposed in the EC8, so that the mean
response spectrum matched the response spectrum obtained with the GMPEs (Figure 17). The ground
motion duration was computed using the empirical expression proposed by Reinoso and Ordaz [54].
The results obtained with the different methods are presented in Table 2 and show good agreement
between the results obtained with the proposed algorithms and the more accurate NDA results.

Table 2. Displacements obtained with different methods for the structure of the Figure 15.

Method of Analysis Displacement at the Top of the Building (m)

N2 0.05032
CSM-C 0.04765
CSM-B 0.03820
CSM-A 0.03322

DNA minimum 0.03010
DNA mean 0.03694

DNA maximum 0.04519Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 24 
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More examples of the output interfaces of the developed software are presented in Appendices A
and B.

7. Conclusions

A new integrated system for the seismic assessment of individual buildings is presented. The
developed software produces results very quickly and allows an easy comparison between the
behaviour of different buildings, in different countries and regions, and between any given earthquake
scenario or a code-based seismic action. More than simply presenting a new computational strategy
for the development of seismic assessment tools based on puzzle-like independent computer objects,
two new approaches are also proposed: (1) The use of an optimization process to adjust an EC8-like
response spectrum to the results of an attenuation law in an earthquake scenario option; (2) the proposal
of two algorithms (for the CSM and N2 methods) for computing a relation between the structural
displacements and the percentage of a seismic action, which was designated by performance curve.

The results that were obtained with the adjusted response spectrum (computed with the proposed
optimization process) may present a different ratio between the maximum spectral acceleration and
the PGA when compared with the EC8 response spectrum, which uses a constant value of 2.5. Results
show that the developed algorithms exhibit good precision when compared with the results obtained
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with time-history nonlinear dynamic analysis. The obtained results also show that the proposed
performance curves allow better comparison between the results obtained with different capacity
curves and analysis methods.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/23/5088/s1.
Video S1_PERSISTAH: Short video that shows some of the capabilities of the developed seismic risk assessment tool.

Funding: This research was funded by INTERREG-POCTEP España-Portugal program and the European Regional
Development Fund, grant number 0313_PERSISTAH_5_P.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest. The funders had no role in the design of the
study; in the collection, analyses or interpretation of data; in the writing of the manuscript; or in the decision to
publish the results.

Appendix A

In this appendix, the algorithm for the iterative approach of the N2 method that was implemented
in the developed software is described.

If it is considered unlimited elastic behaviour, then the structural performance may be determined
based on the spectral acceleration for the period T*, that is:

d∗et = Se(T∗) ·
( T∗

2π

)2
, (A1)

where Se(T∗) is the elastic acceleration response spectrum at period T*.
Main steps of the algorithm (Figure A1):

1. The area (Em
*) under the capacity curve corresponding to the limit point (the maximum force of

the capacity curve, which is the pair dm
*, Fm

*) is determined using Equation (13) with d∗ti = d∗m.

The initial stiffness of the idealized elastic-perfectly plastic structural system will be equal to

k∗m =
F∗m

2 ·
(
d∗m −

E∗m
F∗m

) , (A2)

d∗y =
F∗m
k∗m

. (A3)

Instead of computing k∗m through Equation (A2) in the developed computer routines it is also
possible to obtain this stiffness for a given percentage of the force F∗m, as presented in the technical
instructions of the NTC2018.

http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/23/5088/s1
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2. The performance point (the target displacement dti
*) of the SDOF system is computed as follows:

• If T* < TC then:

d∗ti = {
d∗et, if

F∗y
m∗ ≥ Se(T∗)

d∗et
qu

[
1 + (qu − 1)TC

T∗
]
≥ d∗et, if

F∗y
m∗ < Se(T∗)

, (A4)

qu =
m∗ · Se(T∗)

F∗y
. (A5)

• If T*
≥ TC then dti

* = det
*:

3. The difference ∆dti
* between the old performance point and the new performance point is

determined. If ∆dti
* is higher than a given maximum error, then the area (Eti

*) under the capacity
curve corresponding to the new target displacement dti

* is computed.

• If dti
* < dm

* then:

d∗y = 2 ·

d∗ti −
E∗ti
F∗y

, (A6)
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k∗i =
F∗y
d∗y

. (A7)

• If dti
*
≥ dm

* then the following expressions are used [52]:

F∗y = k∗m ·

d∗ti −
√√√

k∗m ·
(
d∗ti

)2
− 2 · E∗ti

k∗m

, (A8)

d∗y =
F∗y
k∗m

. (A9)

• The procedure returns to step 2 until convergence is reached.

Finally, when the convergence criterium is achieved, the target displacement dt (the performance
point of the MDOF structural system) is obtained in accordance with the following expression:

dt = Γ·d∗ti (A10)

An example of the output interface for the N2 method is presented in Figure A2.
It is also possible to use the non-iterative approach of the N2 method, which is a little bit faster.

For that option, only Equations (A6) and (A7), or (A8) and (A9) are used, depending if du
* > dm

* or not,
and considering the ultimate displacement d∗u in place of d∗ti.

The maximum number of iterations is also selectable by the user.
When comparing the results for the iterative and for the non-iterative approaches of the N2

method, it was possible to observe that the results obtained with the iterative approach are more
conservative, so that probably is a better approach for seismic assessment of individual buildings.
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Appendix B

This appendix presents the algorithm that was developed for the CSM, which is implemented in
the developed seismic assessment tool.

In theory, both the CSM and N2 methods should present very close results. In fact, when
comparing Figures A2 and A3, it becomes evident that the results obtained with the implemented
CSM and N2 methods are quite similar when using the same capacity curves and response spectra, but
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only if adopting kξ = 1/3, which is the value corresponding to a low dissipative system in the ATC-40
(CSM-C).

The developed algorithm uses the concept of a performance curve (Equation (18)) to compute the
performance point (the target displacement), and involves the following main steps:

1. At first, the limit points of the intervals d∗1 (%Se,1 < 100%) and d∗2 (%Se,2 > 100%) of the performance
curve where the target point d∗t (%Se,t = 100%) is located (Figure A4) are computed by scanning
the points of the performance curve.

2. Then, a simple iterative process is adopted, until the convergence is reached with the desired
error precision:

d∗t =
d∗1 + d∗2

2
(A11)

• If %Se,t < 100 then d∗1 = d∗t , otherwise d∗2 = d∗t .

• The iterative process is repeated until d∗2 − d∗1 < max.error and %Se,t is almost exactly 100%.

This iterative process is quite fast and simple, namely when comparing with the proposed
approaches in the ATC-40.
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